Abstract-Energy efficiency (EE) is fast becoming a key performance indicator for designing future wireless communication systems. Equally, precoding/power allocation has proved to be very effective for improving the spectral efficiency (SE) of multiuser (MU) multi-input multi-output (MIMO) communication systems. In a multi-cell environment, other-cell interference (OCI) degrades both the SE and EE performances of the system. We design here an energy efficient OCI-aware precoding/power allocation algorithm for the downlink of MU-MIMO systems by relying on regularized channel inversion and considering a realistic multi-antenna power consumption model. The performance of our proposed scheme is assessed both in presence and absence of OCI and results demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach for mitigating OCI. In addition, results show that our approach improves the EE of the system by saving transmit power in comparison with a traditional SE-based precoding/power allocation approach.
I. INTRODUCTION
The current increase in data transmitted over wireless networks has recently led to a sharp increase in energy consumption and carbon emission of such networks, which could jeopardize the economic and environmental sustainability of mobile communications. Thus, a paradigm shift towards energy-efficient networks is currently taking place in the ICT community. Indeed, the energy efficiency (EE), which is most commonly expressed in bit-per-Joule [1] or Joule-perbit [2] , [3] , is fast becoming a key performance indicator for future wireless communication systems, alongside the wellestablished spectral efficiency (SE) criterion.
Given that precoding combined with power allocation has been found effective for improving the performance of multiuser (MU) multi-input multi-output (MIMO) communication systems, this technique has been thoroughly investigated in the past but mainly from a spectral efficiency (SE) point of view in a single cell scenario [4] - [6] . In the multi-cell context, interference from neighboring cells, i.e. other-cell interference (OCI), has been shown to degrade the cell-edge user and overall SE of the system [7] . As a result, precoding/power allocation techniques for mitigating the effects of OCI have recently been proposed in [8] , [9] and [10] but again only for optimizing the SE. Given that EE is growing in importance for designing future wireless communication systems, EE-based resource/power allocation is becoming a popular research topic. In the single-cell MU-MIMO setting, an EE optimal precoding/allocation algorithm for the multi-antenna broadcast channel has been proposed in [11] , by adapting the work of [4] to EE requirement. Whereas, [12] has designed an EE-optimal resource allocation algorithm when orthogonality is used to remove intra-cell interference. In the multi-cell MU environment, the work of [13] has recently proposed an energy-efficient coordinated resource allocation method for the single antenna setting when perfect channel state information can be shared between cells.
In this paper, we propose a novel energy-efficient OCIaware precoding/power allocation for the downlink of multicell MU-MIMO systems by combining our SE-based precoding technique of [9] with our EE-based single-cell resource allocation algorithm of [12] . In comparison with [12] , we here take into account interference from neighboring cells and assume that the base station (BS) as well as user equipments (UEs) have multiple antennas. Contrary to [13] , we only assume here statistical knowledge of the OCI and do not require any form of coordination between the BSs. The OCI noise covariance matrix of each user is fed back to the transmitter where it is incorporated in the precoding process, which is based on regularized channel inversion (RCI) [6] , as in [9] . The power allocation is then designed for optimizing the EE of OCI-aware MU-MIMO systems when considering a realistic multi-antenna power consumption model with per-antenna power constraint; indeed in a realistic BS each transmit antenna has its own radio frequency (RF) chain and maximum transmit power [14] . In Section II, we first introduce both the system and power consumption models for the downlink of multi-cell MU-MIMO. Relying on these models, we then design in section III, an energy-efficient precoding/power allocation algorithm for the downlink of multi-cell MU-MIMO systems that is effective at mitigating the effects of OCI. In Section IV, we simulate the performance of our proposed scheme both in presence and absence of OCI and compare it against our SE-based RCI algorithm of [9] . Results first demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach for mitigating OCI, especially when the interference is strong and the number of UEs is large. Our approach improves the EE of the system by making a better use of the transmit power, but at the cost of a lower SE, in comparison with the SE-based approach. Conclusions are finally drawn in Section V. Fig. 1 : Downlink of OCI-aware MU-MIMO system.
II. MULTI-CELL MU-MIMO SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

A. System model
In this paper, we study the EE in the downlink of a multicell MU-MIMO system, where a BS with n transmit antennas broadcasts a signal x = K k=1 T k s k to K UEs with r k antennas, as it is depicted in Fig. 1 . Note that T k ∈ C n×l k is the k-th user precoding matrix and s k ∈ C l k ×1 is the k-th message of length l k . In addition,
where P is the total transmit power, E{.} stands for the expectation, and tr{.} is the trace operator. Furthermore, we set l = K k=1 l k and assume that l k ≤ r k and l ≤ n. By considering that n I,k neighbouring cells' signals interfere with the transmit signal from the serving BS, the signal received by the k-th user can be expressed as
respectively, where
r k ×n models the MIMO channel between the BS and the k-th user, W k ∈ C r k ×r k is the k-th user OCI suppression filter, and n k ∈ C r k ×1 is a vector of independent zero-mean complex Gaussian noise entries with a variance of σ 2 k . In addition, n I,k = H I,k x I,k with H I,k ∈ C r k ×n I,k and x I,k ∈ C n I,k ×1
being the k-th user MIMO OCI channel and OCI signal with n I,k co-channel interferers from the neighboring cells, respectively. The OCI plus noise covariance matrix of the kth user is such that [8] 
where Q I,k = E x I,k x † I,k is the k-th user covariance matrix of interfering signals, and I r k is a r k × r k identity matrix. We assume that each user k can perfectly estimate its own OCI plus noise covariance matrix by using various techniques like those proposed in [15] , [16] , and then informs its serving BS by using the uplink feedback channel. Hence, R I,k is known at the BS and optimization is performed at the serving BS only, without need for any form of coordination between the interfering BSs.
According to equations (1) and (2), the k-th user downlink mutual information of the OCI-aware MU-MIMO system in Fig. 1 can be given by
where B is the channel bandwidth and R x = K j=1 T j T † j is the transmit covariance matrix. Note that U k in Fig. 1, i .e. the k-th postcoding matrix, is such that [17] 
when each user utilizes a linear minimum mean squared error receiver.
B. Power model and EE-SE trade-off formulation
As far as the power consumptions of BS and UEs are concerned, it has been indicated in [14] and [18] , respectively, that they can be modelled in a similar manner as P in = ΔP +P Ci . Given that each antenna has its own RF chain [14] , this model has been refined for the MIMO scenario in [19] as
where Δ is the RF dependent slope of the power model, P
CipA is the per-antenna circuit power, t is the number of transmit antennas and P Ci is the circuit power that is not dependent on t. In addition, the per-antenna transmit power, P , is such that
being the per-antenna maximum transmit power. Consequently, the total consumed power in the downlink or uplink of a MU-MIMO system can be linearly abstracted as
when assuming the power model of (5) for the BS and UE(s), and where P c = lP
in the downlink direction. Moreover, ς characterizes the ratio between transmission and reception overhead powers with 0 ≤ ς ≤ 1. Intuitively, less overhead power is necessary for receiving than for transmitting signals.
Given that the EE can simply be defined as a ratio between the total consumed power and the sum-rate [1] , the downlink EE of the OCI-aware MU-MIMO system in Fig. 1 can be expressed as
according to equations (3) and (6).
III. ENERGY-EFFICIENT OCI-AWARE MU-MIMO PRECODING
In this section, we propose to revisit the RCI algorithm of [6] in the downlink of OCI-aware multi-cell MU-MIMO systems by taking into account the OCI in the precoding process, as in our work of [9] , and allocating power for optimizing the EE. As we previously mentioned, the precoder only requires the OCI plus noise covariance matrix of each user for mitigating OCI. This approach is more practical than centralized coordination since each user can estimate its own covariance matrix without the need for multi-cell synchronization or training sequence. Given that R I,k in (2) is by definition a Hermitian positive definite matrix, ∀k ∈ K = {1, . . . , K}, it can be decomposed as
k as the OCI mitigation filter, the OCI has been integrated with H k to form an equivalent channel matrix H k . Thus, each user feedbacks H k in presence of OCI in place of H k when there is no OCI.
Next, we modify the RCI precoding in [6] for cancelling intra-cell interference in an energy-efficient manner by defining the k-th user precoder at the BS, T k , as
where
, for any k ∈ K, and V k ∈ C l k ×l k is the right singular matrix of H k M k . In addition, the columns of M k are constrained to lie within the subspace of the vectors {t
for any k ∈ K and i ∈ {1, . . . , l k }, where h k,i represents the i-th column of H ] such that Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization can be utilized for obtaining the columns of M k based on equation (10) . Inserting T k in (9) into (8), the latter can be reformulated as
, for any k ∈ K, i ∈ {1, . . . , l k }, with
and U k as in (4) but where
Given that the BS uses l k transmit antennas to transmit data to the k-th user and each of these antennas has its own power constraint [14] , energy-efficient power allocation is then obtained by solving the following optimization problem
, ∀u ∈ {1, . . . , l}, (13) Algorithm 1 Optimal EE-based power allocation
, E e = 0, η = 1; 3: Set g k,i = 1, ∀k ∈ K, i ∈ {1, . . . , l k }; 4: while |η − E e | > ε do 5: Compute p k,i by using (14) , ∀k ∈ K, i ∈ {1, . . . , l k }; 6: Obtain T k by using (9), ∀k ∈ K; 7: Set R x = K j=1 T j T † j and compute U k via (4), ∀k ∈ K; 8: Compute G k by using (12) , ∀k ∈ K, and obtain g k,i ; 9: Set η = E e ; 10: Compute E e = E e (p ) by using (11) where u = k−1 j=1 l j + i. This problem being similar to the convex problem in [12] , the per-antenna optimal transmit power can accordingly be expressed as
such that 0 ≤ p k,i ≤ P max u , ∀k ∈ K, i ∈ {1, . . . , l k }, and where E e = E e (p ) is the optimal EE. By inserting p k,i in (14) into (11) and (12), the power allocation problem in (13) reverts to a single variable problem, which can be easily solved by using our algorithm in Algorithm 1.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this section, we compare the performance of our proposed algorithm for improving the EE in OCI-aware MU-MIMO systems against our SE-based approach of [9] in terms of transmit power, SE and EE when OCI occurs. In Fig. 2 , we also plot EE-based precoding/power allocation results in absence of OCI for benchmarking purpose.
In the following, we assume as in [8] that Q I,k = (P I,k /n I,k ) I n I,k , where P I,k is the power of the k − th interference signal. Even though this is not a typical assumption, it has proved useful in [8] for evaluating the degradation due to OCI in the worst case scenario. In addition, we set γ I,k = P I,k /σ 2 k as the interference to noise ratio (INR), where σ 2 k = σ 2 for any k ∈ K. As far as the MU-MIMO channel is concerned, we assume a single-tap i.i.d. Rayleigh fading channel between the BS and any UEs. Moreover, we set B = 1, ς = 1/2, and the power parameters Δ, P CipA , P Ci as well as P max u = P max , ∀u ∈ {1, . . . , l}, based on Table I . We also considered 5 × 10 3 realizations of each channel matrix for evaluating the performance of the different schemes via a Monte-Carlo process.
In Fig. 2 , we first compare the performance of our energyefficient OCI-aware scheme (proposed scheme) in absence and presence of OCI for n = l = 8, P max = 20 W, and different noise to interference levels as well as numbers of co-channel interferers. In the lower and upper parts of Fig. 2 , K = 4, r k = l k = 2 and K = 2, r k = l k = 4, ∀k ∈ K, respectively. The results for different numbers of co-channel interferers in the upper part of Fig. 2 indicates that the EE decreases as n I,k increases, which is in-line with the SE-based results of [9] . In addition, the graph shows that our proposed scheme is more effective at mitigating the effects of OCI when n I,k is low, i.e. the difference between the plain (OCI-aware) and dotted (no OCI reduction) lines are larger; indeed, when n I,k is low, there is more degree of freedom for mitigating the OCI. Whereas, the lower part of Fig. 2 indicates that the stronger the INR is, the worst the EE performance is, but the more energy can be saved by using our scheme; the gap between the plain and dotted lines increases with γ I,k . When comparing the upper with the lower part of Fig. 2 for n I,k = 1 and γ I,k = 20 dB, it also reveals that the effectiveness of our scheme for mitigating OCI increases with the number of users.
In Fig. 3 , we compare the performance of our proposed scheme against the SE-based approach of [9] in presence of OCI as a function of the per-antenna maximum transmit power, P max , for n = l = 8, K = 4, σ 2 = 0 dB, r k = l k = 2, n I,k = 1 and γ I,k = 10 dB, ∀k ∈ K. The results show that our proposed approach can drastically reduce (up to 60%) the per-antenna transmit power in comparison with the SE-based approach, especially if P max is large; however, this power reduction comes at the cost of a reduce SE (down to 20%). Overall, our proposed EE-based scheme can help to improve the EE by up to 15% in comparison with the SE-based scheme, in this particular scenario. Moreover, when comparing the E e results of the OCI-aware with the non OCI-aware scheme, it indicates that OCI filtering is very beneficial for saving energy, Proposed scheme SE−based scheme Proposed scheme w/out OCI reduction SE−based scheme w/out OCI reduction Fig. 3 : Comparison of our energy-efficient OCI-aware scheme against the SE-based approach of [9] in terms of per-antenna transmit power, sum-rate and EE for n = l = 8, K = 4, σ 2 = 0 dB, r k = l k = 2, n I,k = 1 and γ I,k = 10 dB, ∀k ∈ K. Proposed scheme w/out OCI reduction SE−based scheme w/out OCI reduction Fig. 4 : Comparison of our energy-efficient OCI-aware scheme against the SE-based approach of [9] in terms of per-antenna transmit power, sum-rate and EE for n = l = 8, K = 4, P max =20 W, r k = l k =2, n I,k =1 and γ I,k = 20 dB, ∀k ∈ K.
a saving of 20% on average.
In Fig. 4 , we compare the performance of our proposed scheme against the SE-based approach of [9] in presence of OCI as a function of the noise power, σ 2 , for the same parameters as Fig. 3 , except that γ I,k = 20 dB, ∀k ∈ K and P max = 20 W. The results again show the effectiveness of our approach for saving transmit power and improving the EE in comparison with the SE-based approach. It also further highlights the effectiveness of our approach for mitigating the effects of OCI and saving extra energy.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have designed a novel energy-efficient OCI-aware precoding/power allocation algorithm for the downlink of multi-cell MU-MIMO systems by relying on RCI and considering a realistic multi-antenna power consumption model. In our algorithm, the precoder is designed to mitigate at the same time the OCI and intra-cell interference while the power allocation is performed on a per-antenna basis for optimizing the EE of multi-cell MU-MIMO systems. We have simulated the performance of our proposed scheme both in presence and absence of OCI and have compared it against a classic SE-based RCI algorithm. Results have demonstrated the effectiveness of our approach for mitigating OCI, especially when the interference is strong and the number of UEs is large. Moreover, they have shown that our approach improves the EE of the system by saving transmit power but at the cost of a lower SE in comparison with the SE-based approach. In the future, we plan to design a similar method but for the uplink of OCI-aware MU-MIMO systems.
